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The ability to walk through a display
home, apartment, or oﬃce, and being
able to picture how the design will work
for you personally is crucial. The change
to working remotely and restrictions
around social distancing has meant
people are no longer able to physically
view open spaces, therefore, many real
estate companies and developers have
had to ﬁnd new avenues to deliver tours
to their clients thus resulting in a growth
in virtual tours within the property
industry. Virtual tours are now leading
the way with more companies relying on
this type of technology to keep the
property industry transacting...
Floor plans do not engage, captivate or allow conception – ie no connection,
nothing to hold people… All companies have very similar websites, typically one
rendered image, a ﬂoor plan, and information about how long they’ve been in the
industry.” Tim Geldard
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Ultimately CFO’s will be looking at what costs
savings can be made on the occupier side...
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After
speaking
to
a
Corporate
Real
Estate
professional working for
one of Brisbane CBD’s
largest occupiers of space,
a diﬀerent but positive
perspective was shed in
terms of why maintaining
their large CBD footprint
would likely remain a
priority. “It’s important to
have a ‘cultural centre’ in a
physical central location
as opposed to having
people
dispersed.
Not
having a ‘single heartbeat’
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doesn’t work culturally for
us, which is why multiple
ﬂoors in a single location
is good for us and other
large occupiers.”
This senior client felt that
the current changes to
staﬀ working conditions
will allow them to rethink
their workplace strategy
globally as the shift to
working
from
home
becomes a more notion
within their organisation.
READ MORE....

QLD RECOVERY PLAN

Congratulations to PNA Director
Eddie Reed for being published in
the
Shopping
Centre
News
Australia COVID-19 edition!
His intriguing article compares the current
global pandemic and the similarities to the
Foot and Mouth Disease epidemic in 2001 that
swept through England to demonstrate what
retailers can learn from businesses that
survived then...
“An unlikely lesson... what retail can learn
from the UK “foot and mouth” epidemic of
2001....”
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Two other commitments they announced
include the $400 million in Accelerated Work
Program to support the regions with a
substantial capital and road maintenance
program, and, $200 million Work for QLD
COVID-19 Recovery Package to support local
jobs and councils with funding for productive
building projects...

